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Foreword

Global Inflation

China “Common Prosperity” 

Omicron Variant 

• Chinese regulatory fears, supply chain disruption, global growth concerns and worries over the US Federal
Reserve tapering liquidity have been central themes for financial markets in the 2nd half of this year.

• As we enter 2022, financial markets seek to find out what “normal” rates of growth and inflation look like, and
how economic policy responds, after two years dominated by the effects of the pandemic.

• Global economic growth is likely to remain above trend for the first half of 2022 before normalising in the second
half as the effects of economic reopening's fade.

• The Fed is likely to end quantitative easing by the middle of 2022, while the ECB is expected to trim its bond-
buying program and the Bank of England to raise interest rates. But with inflation and economic growth likely to
slow by midyear, policymakers will be cautious of the risk of overtightening. This will support equities.

• The recent announcement of the omicron variant has brought a lot of uncertainty to the market as this wasn’t
priced into 2022/3 growth outlooks. However early data suggests that hospitalisation rates are lower than
initially feared.

• Volatility is likely to increase after an exceptionally accommodative period – China to contribute.

• Higher stock valuations, tighter credit spreads, and lower interest rates mean investors need to take on risk to
achieve positive expected real returns.

• We remain constructive on risk assets following a measured approach to portfolio allocations.

• Being long-term focused is key!



Global Inflation Risk

• Inflation, initially expected to fade quickly is proving to be more stubborn.

• Fed Chair Jerome Powell acknowledged in testimony before Congress that

inflationary pressures, while still expected to abate in 2022, remained elevated for

long enough that the central bank may consider ending its asset purchases earlier

than planned.

• He stated that it is “probably a good time to retire the word “transitory”.

• The market’s read of this statement is that the Fed might also move forward the

timeline of interest rate hikes.
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Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, forecasts compiled  by Bloomberg 



Monetary “Tightening”

• High excess savings and depressed inventories still imply a significant amount of

dry powder for inflation to take hold in early 2022.

• Central banks across the world are faced with the delicate “balancing act” of

managing higher inflation through monetary tightening whilst not “stunting”

economic growth.

• With the exception of Turkey, many major EMs have started tightening monetary

policy this year to combat inflation.
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Source: Refinitiv, Fidelity International, November 2021

Inflation will put pressure on central banks
to tighten in 2022



The Omicron Variant 

• The fear of omicron is threefold: (1) that omicron is more contagious, (2) able to

evade our pre-existing Covid antibodies and (3) causes a more serious disease.

• Early anecdotal evidence suggests that whilst the variant is more transmissible, no

evidence suggests that omicron is any more lethal than previous variants.

• Importantly each successive wave is likely to have a diminished economic impact

with hospitalisations trends, rather than new case counts, becoming the hurdle for

restrictions.

• Outside of the variant escaping vaccines and increased hospitalisations, COVID is

likely to become endemic rather than a pandemic in 2022/3 with less severe

restrictions to economic activity.
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Covid cases are rising, hospitalisations less severe

Source: FT analysis of data from South Africa’s National Institute for Communicable Diseases.



China Risk

• Beijing’s common prosperity agenda, its penchant for random political initiatives

and its interventionist behaviour in markets calls for a discount relative to the US,

Europe and Japan.

• China’s slowdown in growth has hit levels policymakers can no longer ignore -

grappling with a slowing manufacturing sector, debt problems in the property market

and persistent COVID-19 outbreaks.

• In response to the world’s 2nd largest economy slowing, China's central bank

recently cut the amount of cash that banks must hold in reserve, its second such

move this year, releasing long-term liquidity to bolster slowing economic growth.

• China’s policies in 2022 may offer targeted support for favored industries, allowing

economic growth to slow only modestly.
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GDP Growth : 5.9% Inflation: 1.8% Debt to GDP: 70%

Source: TradingEconomics.com; 6 Dec 2021 



ALLOCATION VIEWS



Global Asset Allocation
Q4 

2021
Q3 

2021
Comments

Offshore Equity

We remain marginally over-weight equities, with valuations moderating due to earnings outlook improvements. We
acknowledge the market’s view of higher future inflation and the rotation from growth orientated businesses towards
value orientated opportunities. We however prefer to own high quality growth stocks through an investment cycle and
will be mindful of this in our portfolio construction process. We upgrade our view of European equities on the back of a
stronger economic backdrop whilst we remain neutral U.S. equities - pairing U.S. quality attributes against growth
momentum that may have peaked. We are neutral EM equities, due to U.S. dollar outlook uncertainty and many EMs
having started a tightening policy. China’s current market pullback presents select opportunity.

Offshore Property N
We upgrade our view on property. We anticipate that the cyclical upswing in economic activity in 2021 will continue into
2022, providing a supportive backdrop for the listed property sector. We also expect a slower pace of rate hikes
compared to previous cycles of similar growth and inflation which will be supportive of the sector.

Offshore Fixed Income
With real yields declining amid rising inflation expectations, we remain underweight sovereign debt. We are neutral credit,
albeit credit spreads have compressed in recent months. In this globally low yield environment, we also favour emerging
market debt and inflation-linked bonds.

Offshore Cash N N
Given the potential for inflation risk facing fixed income assets, cash currently provides multi-asset portfolios with a more
sensible hedge against market volatility associated with risk assets.

OFFSHORE MARKETS

Underweight Moderately
overweight

Moderately
underweight

OverweightNeutral

N



SA Asset Classes
Q4

2021
Q3

2021
Comments

SA Equity

We continue to remain moderately over-weight SA equities. A strong global growth backdrop & the commodity cycle
upswing is positive for SA. The reopening of the SA economy is also gaining momentum as vaccine rollouts take place.
Overall, local equity valuations are attractive but require economic growth to further unlock value which we will be
closely monitoring. Given the recent pullback in resource shares, we favour the resource sector with stock specific
opportunities in financial and industrial sectors.

SA Fixed Income
SA government bonds continue to offer good relative value with real yields in excess of >400bps in hard currency which
can't be ignored if the carry trade remains relevant for SA bonds. We are less constructive on SA credit.

SA Cash
With the South African Reserve Bank cutting interest rates by 350 bps last year to 63-year lows, the positive real return
opportunity in cash-like strategies has been eroded away. After costs, cash-like investments now carry a negative real
return.

SA Listed Property N N
The South African listed property market has recovered well in year-to-date. However, the impacts of C-19 has had a
devastating impact on the sector over the short-to-medium term, both from an occupancy and rental escalation
perspective. Given the strong performance YTD, we remain neutral the sector.

Preference Shares N

In a low yield environment, preference shares offer an attractive yield and favourable tax treatment. The majority of the
sector is also trading at meaningful discounts to their par values and the SARB has indicated that the rate cutting cycle
may have bottomed. A declining investment universe and a lack of liquidity are structural headwinds facing the asset
class. Given the relative performance in Q3, we are tactically neutral going into the 4th quarter.

$/R (+ for ZAR strength) N N
The potential for rand strength, driven by a weakening U.S. trade-weighted dollar and favourable commodity cycle
benefiting SA needs to be measured against SA’s structurally vulnerable economy and poor vaccine roll-out leading to
extended lockdowns and delayed business activity. Fair value appears to be between USD14.50 – USD15.50.

LOCAL MARKETS

Underweight Moderately
overweight

Moderately
underweight

OverweightNeutral

N
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